July 21, 2019

Professor Joel Bakan, PhD.
Professor of Law
Peter A. Allard School of Law
Allard Hall,
1822 East Mall
Vancouver, BC Canada V6T 1Z1

Dear Professor Bakan,

Captured Governments Are Permitting Industry to Irradiate Canada’s Unsuspecting Population With Harmful Radiation Without Either Their Knowledge or Consent!

This is precisely what is happening today! Captured-governments, aided by a sinfully-silent news media, are allowing industry to irradiate Canada’s entire population (including you, Professor Bakan) with NON-thermal (explained below) electric and magnetic fields (EMFs), and pulsed radio frequency (RF) EMFs! Even Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and his whole family, all Federal Cabinet Ministers, all Members of Parliament, all Supreme Court Judges, etc. are unwittingly being intentionally irradiated with what are known to be hazardous ‘Power Line’ 50/60 Hz EMFs and RF EMFs - without either their knowledge or consent! Absurd as this sounds, the ugly facts speak for themselves! (My military BIO is shown at the end of this letter.)

http://www.stayonthetruth.com/neil-cherry.php
https://bioinitiative.org/conclusions/

The Effects of EMF Radiation - Explained
The effects of the man-made radiation at issue here are either thermal (the kind that heats the skin and which the body can detect) or NON-thermal (the kind that does not heat the skin but which the human body cannot detect!). Radiation is invisible, silent, odorless and tasteless, yet today it is so dense that it can be detected from space! In 1985, two-time Nobel Prize nominee, Dr. Robert O. Becker said: “The entire North American continent, Western Europe and Japan generate such strong EMFs that they can be sensed by satellites in space! These populations are continuously bombarded by ELF (Extremely Low Frequency, also called “Power Line Frequency” (50 Hz/60 Hz electric and magnetic) EMFs! Dr. Robert O. Becker, “The Body Electric” pp 295

One needs an electronic meter to detect and measure the strength of NON-thermal EMF radiation.

Man-made Technologies - Explained
1) ELF or “Power Line” (50 Hz/60 Hz) EMFs

   Radiation, in the form of EMFs, is emitted by overhead power transmission and distribution lines, electrical substations, power transformers, smart meters, household electric appliances, household wiring, electric vehicles, electric
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machinery and tools, etc. Non-industry scientists globally have known for decades that this form of radiation CAUSES leukemia and other serious illnesses (such as those listed below).  

https://bioinitiative.org/conclusions/
http://emfsummit.com/dr-samuel-milham/
http://www.stayonthetruth.com/neil-cherry.php

2) Radio / Microwave (RF) Frequency EMFs

All wireless radio products emit pulsed NON-thermal EMF radiation, which militaries have long known is even more hazardous to human biology and health than is continuous wave (i.e., the kind emitted by microwave ovens). Militaries have long known that microwaves make the perfect weapon, for they are silent, invisible and virtually undetectable.

http://stopthecrime.net/docs/microwave%20warfare%20barrie%20trower.pdf

Products that emit pulsed RF EMFs include: ‘smart’ meters (which contain two microwave radio circuits), baby monitors, cell phones, cordless phones, cell phone towers, Wi-Fi routers, Wi-Fi and Wi-MAX zones, Bluetooth devices, tablet and laptop computers, wireless keyboards and mice, GPS satellites, approximately 2,000 other military, scientific and commercial satellites, the already approved 20,000 “5G” satellites, remote control units, household and commercial security systems, TV Games, self-driving vehicles; vehicular collision-avoidance systems, AM & FM radio and TV towers, Amateur radio towers, radars (police, aeronautical, marine, military, municipal), etc.


“Effects of Modulated UHF Fields on Specific Brain Rhythms in Cats,” Brain Research 58 (1973): 365-384
http://scholarship.law.duke.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2692&context=dlj Page 6
Radiofrequency/microwave radiation biological effects and safety standards: A review.
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http://www.the-scientist.com/?articles.view/articleNo/32648/title/Opinion--Cell-Phone-
Health-Risk-/__
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xehJzyttZr8
http://electromagnetichealth.org/electromagnetic-health-blog/the-seletun-statement/
http://www.feb.se/Bridlewood/NEWS1999.HTM

Unprecedented Pandemic Corruption
Few people have even heard of, let alone know anything about, non-ionizing EMF and/or RF EMF radiation. So people would be shocked to hear of the corruption that began back in the early 1960s, which began as US Military-Industrial-Complex (US M-I-C), but which has since morphed into an even larger, far more powerful Government-Corporation-Complex (US G-C-C).

To understand today’s unbelievable corruption, which now poses the greatest threat the world has ever experienced, readers need to note:
1) EMF scientists within Heath Canada’s Radiation Protection Bureau (HC’s RPB) and their colleagues within the corrupt cabal of Western radiation regulatory agencies (to which HC’s RPB has belonged since at least 1966): the WHO (World Health Organization), ICNIRP (International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection), the IEEE/ICES (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers/International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety) and the FCC (Federal Communications Commission) ALL recognize ONLY the thermal effects of EMF radiation;
2) Whereas, the man-made technologies at issue here, which scientists know cause (albeit not exclusively) today’s autism, cancers, Alzheimer’s suicides, etc. (see below) all emit hazardous NON-thermal EMF radiation!

Protectors of Public Safety and Health
Given the above, the public should be shocked and outraged to learn that not only do both household 50 Hz/60z electricity and all of today’s wireless products emit hazardous NON-thermal EMFs, but, unbelievably, that there is not a single senior health official anywhere in Canada - repeat - anywhere in Canada with credible expertise in non-thermal EMFs, non-thermal pulsed RF EMFs and EHS! Those lacking the expertise needed to protect Canada’s population include Canada’s Minister of Health, her Deputy Minister of Health, their provincial counterparts, all Provincial Health Officers (PHOs) and all provincial Centres for Disease Control. This means that all of the above depend on the corrupt scientists in Health Canada to tell them the truth about this extremely arcane and terribly dangerous subject! Because PHOs also
lack any credible expertise in this field, they too are obliged to simply echo and
support whatever HC’s corrupt scientists say on any aspect of EMFs! (Over the 11
years that I have been researching this subject, I have often encountered conspiracy
theorists. But one could not have planned a more perfect crime! Absolutely
disgraceful!

**Illnesses Linked to EMFs**
Leukemia, breast, brain, thyroid, pancreatic, liver, testicular, colon and other forms
of cancer, brain tumors, neurological conditions, ADD, Autism, Alzheimer’s,
Parkinson’s, Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS), miscarriages, depression, suicides,
sleep disorders, cognitive problems, cardiovascular irregularities, hormone disruption,
immune system disorders, metabolism changes, stress, fertility impairment, increased
blood brain barrier permeability, mineral disruption, DNA damage, Tinnitus, asthma,
etc.

**How International ‘Safe’ Exposure Limits For RF EMF Evolved**

- In 1953, the US Navy established the first ‘safe’ Exposure Limit of 10 mW/cm² (10
  milli Watts/centimetre squared), which was meant to protect US sailors who were
  exposed to the navy’s huge radars, which emit pulsed microwave radiation in the
  1800 MHz frequency range - based on the *thermal* effects ONLY!
- In 1965 the US Air Force and US Army adopted the US Navy’s Standard and,
- In 1966, all militaries of the ‘Five-Eyes’ intelligence-gathering community (in
  which I toiled for at least 16 years): the UK, Canada, Australia and New Zealand
  adopted them, as did the USA itself!
- In 1979, Health Canada established Canada’s first Safety Code 6, which looked
  similar if not identical to those of the Canadian military, both of which recognized
  ONLY the *thermal* effects and had the same outrageously-high 10 mW/cm² ‘safe’
  Exposure Limit! [https://slt.merchantsecure.com/Downloads/News/1092/
  No%20One%20is%20Protecting%20Canadians%20From%20Man-Made%20Radiation%20Oct%202010,%202016.pdf](https://slt.merchantsecure.com/Downloads/News/1092/No%20One%20is%20Protecting%20Canadians%20From%20Man-Made%20Radiation%20Oct%202010,%202016.pdf) (Although Safety Code 6 ‘safe’
  Exposure Limits were lowered in 2015 some 66 times (to about 4.4 mW/cm²), non-
  industry scientists say these are still far too high)

**Safety Code 6 - Naked Deficiencies**
(Nota: All RF EMF emitters in Canada must comply with or adhere to Safety Code 6
‘guidelines.’ To understand today’s corruption - which is harming Canada’s entire
population - readers need to note that there are glaring and dangerous deficiencies in
Safety Code 6!) Safety Code 6 never was intended to apply to provincial and
territorial jurisdictions. Originally, it applied only to federal sites, and even then it
was established to provide ‘safe’ radiation Exposure Limits for federal workers who
could be exposed to *thermal* RF radiation! Tragically, all jurisdictions in Canada saw
fit to simply adopt Safety Code 6, for which Canada’s entire population continues to unwittingly pay a terrible and ever-increasing price!

In 1979, when Canada’s 1st Safety Code 6 was established, it was already known in the United Nations that EMR (meaning electro-magnetic radiation, a term often used inter-changeably with EMF) can be hazardous to humans! “As a result of research into the effects of electromagnetic radiation on biological targets, the existence of harmful effects of radio-frequency radiations within a wide range of frequencies on such vitally important organs of the human as the heart, the brain and the central nervous system may now be regarded as a firmly established fact.”


Safety Code 6’s most glaring deficiencies are listed below:

• It never even mentions “Power Line Frequency” (50 Hz/60 Hz) EMFs, which experts say CAUSE leukemia and other cancers, and many of the diseases listed above! Whereas non-industry scientists say that a safe ambient level of magnetic field in a school or home should not exceed even 1 mG (one, one-thousandth of a single Gauss), Health Canada endorses ICNIRP’s recommendations which say that magnetic fields of up to 2,000 mG are safe! In the USA it is even worse: ICES (Sub Committee 3) says that the Public can be exposed to 9,040 mG! It also says that Workers can be exposed to 27,100 mG! (See below how these outrageously high ‘safe’ Exposure Limits save the US Military and electric power utilities literally billions of dollars.)


• By deliberately not mentioning Power Line EMFs, Health Canada is being Machiavellian in that its silence allows the profit-focused and self-regulated electric power generation industry to situate its hazardous infrastructure dangerously close to schools, hospitals, residential areas, places of work, public parks, etc.! This saves Western militaries and electric utilities literally billions of dollars in real estate costs they otherwise would have to spend to purchase the land necessary for them to provide the public with larger (safer) buffer zones separating the public from electric utility infrastructure!

• By refusing to recognize the NON-thermal effects of RF EMFs, the public understandably have been duped into believing that wireless products are all SAFE! Were it otherwise, wireless ‘smart’ meters and the ever-expanding constellation of extremely profitable consumer wireless radio products would not be permitted in Canada!

www.emfsafetynetwork.org/?page_id=872
https://truth11.com/2015/01/24/safety-code-6-enabling-depopulation/
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- Because Health Canada and/or Safety Code 6 permit electric power utilities to utilize wireless ‘smart’ meters, even small communities of just 500 homes can expect to see an additional *8,500 microwave transmitters, all of which will emit millisecond pulses of NON-thermal RF EMF radiation regularly throughout each and every day - all of which is on top of whatever level of EMF radiation was already in the community prior to the introduction (imposition) of ‘meshed-grid networks!* (8,500 is based on there being two transmitters inside every smart meter, and electric utilities expect the average home will have at least 15 ‘smart’ appliances, each of which will have its own ZigBee microwave transmitter and receiver circuit.) The largest ‘meshed-grid’ network communities of 5,000 homes are expected to add an additional 85,000 microwave transmitters to those communities, each of which will emit millisecond pulses of NON-thermal RF EMFs regularly throughout each and every day! This ‘new’ radiation too is on top of the EMFs that already existed in the larger meshed-grid community! [Note: It is known that a smart meter’s primary transmitter, known as the “LAN” (local area network), operates on 910 MHz and emits - in all directions - an average of from 14,000 to 190,000 millisecond pulses of microwave radiation daily for distances out to about 3 km! This means that every LAN transmitter in an entire ‘meshed-grid’ community irradiates the occupants of every home in that entire community and, in turn, is irradiated by all the other smart meters within the community! A smart meters 2nd transmitter, called the “ZigBee,” operates on the microwave oven frequency of 2.4 GHz and emits millisecond pulses of RF EMF radiation in all directions out to about 100 feet. The ZigBee’ function is to control the approximately 15-or-so ‘smart’ appliances electric utilities expect typical homes will have. Again, each ‘smart’ appliance will have its own ZigBee-compatible microwave radio circuit which will exchange millisecond pulses of RF EMF data back and forth with the ZigBee receiver inside the Smart meter! It is also known that ‘smart’ meters are the quintessential ‘Trojan Horse’ for they surreptitiously invade the privacy of a person’s home to purposely collect consumption data of all electricity-dependent devices in the home, which is then available to the electric utility for sale to 3rd parties - without the owner’s knowledge or consent! ‘Smart’ meters also surreptitiously deprive occupants of their intimacy and privacy, which every occupant of a home takes for granted and to which they should be entitled.]


- By refusing to recognize the NON-thermal effects of RF EMFs, Safety Code 6 enables wireless and telecom companies to install Wi-Fi routers, cell phones, cordless phones, tablet and laptop computers in cancer clinics, hospitals, schools, residential neighborhoods, churches, public transit systems (such as BC Ferries, Vancouver’s rapid transit system, etc.). It also allows telecom companies to erect their cell phone towers dangerously close to kindergartens, schools, hospitals, medical clinics, residential developments, etc.!
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• Safety Code 6 makes no mention of and therefore refuses to formally recognize the existence of a condition or disability known as electro-hypersensitivity (EHS), which leaves those suffering from EHS to fend for themselves. Those worst affected are literally incapable of holding a job and/or even living in their own home - due to the EMF radiation that now floods most neighborhoods in all countries of the world.  https://www.emfanalysis.com/ehs/

Two years later, 1981, world-renowned American scientist, Dr. Ross Adey, PhD, reported that “there is unequivocal experimental evidence that (electric and magnetic) fields from ELF to UHF (10 Hz to 450 MHz) interact directly with brain tissue”!


In 2011, when the WHO classified RF EMFs a Class 2B (“Possible” carcinogen), Health Canada failed to honor its mandate (to protect the safety and health of its people) by not imposing the “Precautionary Principle” (which, in part, would at least have put the onus on electric power utilities to prove their pulsed NON-thermal RF EMF radiation was SAFE to humans, of all ages, of all sizes, of all levels of wellness 24/7/365 days a year in perpetuity). Instead, Health Canada ignored the WHO and permitted electric power utilities to continue rolling-out their insidious, pernicious and invasive wireless ‘smart’ meters, which British Columbia’s government legislated on Apr. 28, 2010 were to be placed on every home in the province. ‘Smart’ meters now flood every community in North America (and countries elsewhere) with incalculable amounts of pulsed NON-thermal RF EMF radiation, all of which is in addition to the staggering amount of EMFs (from the accumulated ‘Power Line’ EMFs and 2G, 3G and other 4G RF EMF radiating devices) that existed prior to the advent of ‘smart’ meters.  [http://humansarefree.com/2017/02/more-smart-meter-dangers-exposed.html](http://humansarefree.com/2017/02/more-smart-meter-dangers-exposed.html)

Not once in Health Canada’s history - despite the Soviet military’s 50-plus years of studies, despite the US Navy’s own thousands of studies, and despite the tens of thousands of peer-reviewed studies around the world that show, conclusively, that NON-thermal EMFs are hazardous to human biology and health - has Health Canada seen fit to impose the ‘Precautionary Principle’! Instead of Health Canada putting the onus on Industry to prove that their technologies are safe; Health Canada puts the onus on the public to prove beyond a shadow of a doubt that today’s technologies are NOT SAFE!

[https://emfresearch.com/us-nmri-studies/](https://emfresearch.com/us-nmri-studies/)
[https://emfresearch.com/us-nmri-studies/](https://emfresearch.com/us-nmri-studies/)
[https://healthybuildingscience.com/2013/01/07/emf-health-effects/](https://healthybuildingscience.com/2013/01/07/emf-health-effects/)

Not a single wireless product, not even baby monitors, and especially not the quintessential ‘Trojan Horse’ i.e., the ‘smart’ meter, has had to undergo pre-market testing (by qualified, independent experts) to first prove that it is SAFE i.e., to be used by, on and around people of all ages, of all sizes, of all levels of wellness on a 24/7/365 day basis in perpetuity!

Clearly, Health Canada and Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada (ISED) (and their predecessors) are responsible for causing this inconceivably cruel crime against an unsuspecting and defenseless public! But the worst is still to come – and it is coming quickly:

“5G” (Fifth Generation) technology, which, unless it is somehow stopped, will **simultaneously** irradiate every inch of planet Earth with (untested for safety) millimetre wave radiation from: a) more than 20,000 satellites; and, b) literally millions of microcell towers, each of which will also emit (untested for safety) millimetre wave radiation from towers installed in front of every 2nd to 10th home in every community, in every town, in every city, in every country on Earth! (Millimetre band are those frequencies between 100 to 300 GHz which have wavelengths from 2.73 to 1 mm) [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extremely_high_frequency](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extremely_high_frequency) Yet, on February 6, 2019, US Senator Blumenthal, heard from five senior executives of the US cell phone industry that Industry had spent ZERO money to determine if 5G frequencies were SAFE! [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ekNCOJ3xx1w](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ekNCOJ3xx1w)

Internationally-renowned, Dr. Martin Pall, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Biochemistry and Basic Medical Sciences, Washington State University, provides compelling evidence of the dangers of 5G technology in his free, online book. [http://peaceinspace.blogs.com/files/5g-emf-hazards--dr-martin-l.-pall---eu-emf2018-6-11us3.pdf](http://peaceinspace.blogs.com/files/5g-emf-hazards--dr-martin-l.-pall---eu-emf2018-6-11us3.pdf) In his words: “No rational government anywhere would allow 5G!”

With respect to “5G” frequencies, it is known that the Russians knew in the 1970s that “millimeter waves adversely affect human skin, blood and bone marrow, conditioned reflex activity, tissue respiration, etc.! The degree of unfavorable effect depended on the duration of exposure and on the individual exposed.” [http://www.stopsmartmetersbc.com/wp-https://www.globalresearch.ca/5g-resistance-concern-grows-european-rollout/5681177](http://www.stopsmartmetersbc.com/wp-https://www.globalresearch.ca/5g-resistance-concern-grows-european-rollout/5681177)

It is also known that, in 2007, the US military took delivery from Raytheon of an ‘Active Denial System’ that emits a 2 to 2.5 megawatt, high efficiency continuous
wave (CW) 95 GHz millimeter wave radiation! Once again, 95 GHz is a 5G frequency! https://mdsafetech.org/2019/02/13/no-research-on-5g-safety-senator-blumenthal-question-answered/

Since 2008, I have repeatedly attempted to alert (via email letters and mailed letters) Canada’s current and previous Prime Ministers and their key Cabinet Ministers (Justice and Attorney General, Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness, National Defence, Health Canada, Industry Canada (now ISEDC), etc., of the known hazards of EMFs and of the historic pandemic corruption which is ongoing within Canada’s EMF community! All to no avail! Either my emails are being blocked or trashed! With 5G now looming ever-larger globally, it is out of desperation that I am now contacting you, Professor Bakan. Please view the following link, which asserts that Wave Technology is worse than Global Warming. https://books.google.gg/books?id=WJvJImsKzGcC&printsec=frontcover#v=onepage&q&f=false

In closing, the evidence of corruption and unbelievable greed involving the Government-Corporate-Complex, aided and abetted by a sinfully silent new media, is overwhelming and irrefutable, as is the evidence that man-made EMF technologies CAUSE the unsuspecting and defenseless population illnesses and countless premature deaths! Between them, Power Line NON-thermal EMFs and NON-thermal pulsed RF EMFs already threaten the human race; unless it is stopped, 5G will end all life on Earth - not just people! Those responsible for this are truly mad, for they know not what they are doing! Although time is rapidly running out, vital questions which Canada’s lawyers must answer include:

• Do Canada’s current laws permit governments and/or industry to irradiate an unsuspecting and defenceless general population with hazardous Power Line (50 Hz/60 Hz) EMF radiation and non-thermal pulsed RF EMF radiation?

• Do Canada’s current laws permit electric power generation utilities to ignore homeowners’ objections and attach their vile wireless ‘smart’ meters to everyone’s home, given that -
  ➢ both internal microwave transmitter/receiver circuits emit pulsed NON-thermal RF EMFs which are known to CAUSE many forms of cancer and many of today’s disease epidemics?
  ➢ ‘smart’ meters are the quintessential Trojan Horse in that they surreptitiously enter a person’s home - without their knowledge or consent - to glean electric consumption data of every item in the home that consumes electricity,
  ➢ ‘smart’ meters deny any/all occupants of the privacy and intimacy to which all home owners expect and are entitled?
  ➢ ‘smart’ meters have been known to cause damage to a home’s electrical appliances, although no electric utility has ever admitted this!

________________________________________________________________________
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➢ ‘smart’ meters CAUSE a shocking number of electrical fires; once again, no electrical utility has ever admitted culpability!

➢ ‘smart’ meters each have a ‘switched-mode-power-supply (to convert high voltage A/C to low voltage D.C.), which greatly increases the level of ‘dirty electricity’ within a home, which is an additional cause of CANCERS and other diseases!

• Do any of Canada’s current laws not consider any of the above to constitute: a) a Crime Against Humanity; b) a Violation of Every Person’s Charter of Rights and Freedoms; and/or, c) a Violation of the Nuremburg Code!

If the answer to any of the above is “Yes,” then clearly laws are being broken and crimes are being committed, for which: a) 5G must be halted immediately - nationally; b) the Precautionary Principle must be imposed on ALL wireless products; and, c) the RCMP must be directed to launch an immediate national if not international Criminal Investigation to rout out those sick, soulless, greedy individuals responsible for this unthinkable crime against all the unsuspecting and defenseless people of the world - without either their knowledge or consent!

In closing, I can make myself available to you (and others if your wish) via Skype. Alternatively, even though I live on Vancouver Island, I can come to your office(s) at UBC in Vancouver to discuss this matter at length with you - and any others you would like to invite! Allow me to once again reiterate what non-industry scientists say: if we don’t stop 5G, man won’t have to worry about Global Warming! Thank you for your time, Professor Bakan.

Sincerely yours,

James G. (“Jerry”) Flynn
J. G. Flynn, Captain (Retired)
5181 Gainsberg Road
Bowser, B.C., V0R 1G0
(778) 424-9609

My BIO
I am a retired Canadian Armed Forces captain (commissioned from the ranks in what was then the Royal Canadian Navy) who spent 22 of my 26+ years in the ‘Forces’ in Electronic Warfare (EW) and Signals Intelligence (SIGINT), the former of which included two years in National Defense Headquarters (NDHQ) Ottawa, in the Directorate of Electronic Warfare (DEW). In EW I worked closely with U.S. and NATO armies and, of my own initiative, attended a major NATO army EW officers’ course in Anzio, Italy, and participated in a major NATO army EW field exercise in Germany. I accepted invitations to visit both the U.S. Pentagon and, subsequently, Fort Bragg, North Carolina (the US Army’s principal EW base). Earlier still, I conducted Radio Warfare/EW at sea aboard two Canadian warships. In SIGINT, I was the Executive Officer and Operations Officer...
for two years at one of Canada’s largest and most sensitive radio intelligence-gathering stations, where I employed some 200+ specially-trained radio operators who conducted both COMINT and ELINT under my direction. Throughout this period, I worked closely with the USA’s NSA and Britain’s GCHQ.

Although I finally retired in 2005, since 2008 I have spent most of my time researching, writing and speaking out publicly on all aspects of this unbelievably evil issue caused by the corrupt US military-industrial complex, which has since morphed into a larger and more dangerous Government-Corporate-Complex! History will record that this ongoing corruption now literally threatens all life on earth! Tragically, too few Americans heeded then U.S. President Dwight D. Eisenhower, in 1961, when he warned them to be on guard against the emergence of a corrupt US M-I-C!

In the fall of 2016, cancer very nearly took my life! Out-of-the-blue, I was suddenly stricken with a particularly virulent form of non-Hodgkin lymphoma – which, in hindsight, I attribute solely to my own indefensible stupidity and naiveté in presuming that Health Canada had tested and verified that all wireless electronic products on the market were ‘safe’ for the public to use!

On leaving the Forces, in my second career, which also lasted 26-years, I was extremely fortunate and quickly had a client list that eventually included the Saudi Arabian government plus other large multinational corporations who collectively had major operations and/or projects in various countries on five continents. Consequently, I quickly embraced all things wireless: a Blackberry cell phone, Wi-Fi routers (in the office and at home); cordless phones (both locations), microwave ovens (both locations), laptop computer (wireless, of course), Bluetooth cell phone and heated seats in my vehicles, electric in-floor radiant heat in my homes, not to mention the silent and invisible EMF/EMR I was exposed to in my working and living environments. In retrospect, were it not for an excellent medical team and for my wife’s tireless attention and endless nursing, and for her stubborn determination not to let me go, I would not be here to fight this Mother of all Crimes!